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Abstract
Financial stability has become a key concern in EU financial regulation. This article examines the
regulatory reforms made pursuant to the objective of financial stability and shows that policy-makers in
the European Union address financial stability concerns by relying heavily upon the hitherto cherished
pursuit of legal integration. This article, however, argues that legal integration may not adequately address
the needs of financial stability, and the concern for financial stability could facilitate diverging practices
on the part of Member States, causing tension with the promotion of legal integration in EU financial
regulation. This article advocates caution in pursuing increasing legal integration, and argues that a
more nuanced approach is necessary to meet the legitimate and varied needs of financial stability.

Introduction
In the wake of the global financial crisis, “financial stability” has become a public policy driver for
enhanced legal integration and harmonisation in financial regulation in the European Union. This article
examines the reforms to the legal frameworks and regulatory architecture that have taken place at EU
level, to show how EU policy-makers have adopted the rhetoric of concern for financial stability in the
promotion of further legal integration. This article, however, argues that legal integrationmay not adequately
address the needs of financial stability, and the concern for financial stability could equally facilitate
diverging practices on the part of Member States, causing tension with the promotion of legal integration
in EU financial regulation. This article advocates caution and considered reflection for the drive towards
increasing legal integration, and argues that a more nuanced approach is necessary in order to meet the
legitimate and varied needs of financial stability.
In the first part, we discuss how policy-makers in the European Union have come to assume that the

needs of financial stability and market integration are aligned, and the embarkation upon further legal
integration to address this alignment. This part discusses the extensive reforms made to legal frameworks
and regulatory architecture in the European Union that are underscored by that assumed alignment. The
next part then argues that embracing financial stability as a key regulatory objective in Member States
may result in the adopting of local legal divergences, forcing confrontation with the legal integration
project at the EU level. This part will show that local divergences occur in three key ways: (1) “law in
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action”; (2) “super-equivalent regimes”; and (3) “general good” exceptions that allow deviations from
Treaty freedoms (discussed under the corresponding headings respectively). We argue that although EU
level policy-makers have been anxious to align financial stability and market integration in order to support
ever increasing legal integration, the adoption of local divergences shows that financial stability concerns
generate varied needs and so the assumption that the needs of financial stability and market integration
are aligned is too simplistic. In other words, the assumption that financial stability and market integration
are aligned is made in order to further an overly hasty move to preserve the furthering of market integration.
Subsequently, we argue that market and legal integration in EU financial regulation should be re-examined
as an ideational premise, and should take into account the legitimate and varied needs of financial stability.
This approach will allow EU-level governance in financial regulation to be forged in a more flexible
manner, to serve more resilient and not just integrated markets. We argue that the preliminary shape of
the eurozone banking union seems to represent such a differentiated and flexible approach albeit within
the general rubric of legal integration. The final part of this article contains a conclusion.

Legal integration in the EuropeanUnion as based on the alignment between financial
stability and market integration
Legal integration in financial regulation has proceeded at an accelerated pace since the Financial Services
Action Plan 1999 and the establishment of the Lamfalussy framework to provide for fast-tracked legislative
production.1 Such legal integration has been viewed to be necessary to support a single market for capital
and financial services, which has been growing at the wholesale level and in the banking sector.2 The
integration of the single market for capital and financial services is the key policy objective driving the
developments in EU financial regulation. Commentators have supported legal integration in EU financial
regulation on the basis of the high actual level of market integration in the wholesale financial and banking
sectors.3 Market integration has resulted in increasing levels of cross-border activities, which could give
rise to issues of supervisory efficacy and crisis management in case of cross-border spillover effects.4

Legal integration in EU financial regulation has now been boosted by the global financial crisis of
2008/9. With the onset of the crisis, the legal integration impetus in EU financial regulation is now infused
with the need for preserving financial stability.
The crisis has led to a general acknowledgement of the importance of financial stability and mitigating

systemic risk as policy goals at EU level. As market integration in the banking and financial services
sector has been greatly enhanced since the Financial Services Action Plan 1998 and the resulting legal
reforms in the European Union,5 financial stability concerns are perceived to be EU-wide concerns given

1N. Moloney, “The Lamfalussy Legislative Model: A New Era for the EC Securities And Investment Services
Regime” (2003) 52 I.C.L.Q. 499; E. Ferran, Building an EU Securities Market (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2004).

2European Commission, European Financial Integration Report 2009, 2008, 2007.
3 J. Dermine, “European Banking Integration: Don’t Put the Cart before the Horse” (2006) 15 Financial Markets,

Institutions and Instruments 57; D. Mügge, “Reordering the Marketplace: Competition Politics in European Finance”
(2006) 44 J.C.M.S. 991; H. Bernink and G. Benston, “The Future of Banking Regulation in Developed Countries:
Lessons from and for Europe” (2005) 14 Financial Markets, Institutions and Instruments 289.

4G.G.H. Garcia and M.J. Nieto, “Preserving Financial Stability: A Dilemma for the European Union” (2007) 25
Contemporary Economic Policy 444; D. Schoenmaker and S. Oosterloo, “Financial Supervision in an Integrating
Europe: Measuring Cross-Border Externalities” (2005) 8 International Finance 1.

5Such as legal integration in the Prospectus Directive 2003 (Directive 2003/71 on the prospectus to be published
when securities are offered to the public or admitted to trading and amending Directive 2001/34 [2003] OJ L345/64);
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2004 (Directive 2004/39 on markets in financial instruments amending
Directives 85/611 and 93/6 and Directive 2000/12 and repealing Directive 93/22 [2004] OJ L145/1; Transparency
Directive 2004 (Directive 2004/109 on the harmonisation of transparency requirements in relation to information
about issuers whose securities are admitted to trading on a regulated market and amending Directive 2001/34 [2004]
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the significant extent of cross-border activities and multi-jurisdictional footprint on the part of many
financial institutions in the European Union. Policy-makers are rightly concerned that EU-wide measures
and perspectives are necessary to relate the state of market integration in financial services to concerns in
financial stability, such as possible contagion effects in multiple jurisdictions that could be engendered
by the failure or near-failure of any particular financial institution, and any adverse effects that could occur
to Member States owing to the regulatory actions or inaction on the part of any Member State concerning
its regulated financial institutions. Post-crisis policy-making has adopted the regulatory objective of
financial stability at EU level in order to inform legal reforms that would take a pan-European perspective
and approach to managing financial stability under the conditions of market integration. Thus, enhanced
legal integration is needed to translate the regulatory objective of financial stability into common
frameworks for regulatory implementation, and mitigate the risk that Member States may take diverging
actions that may be prejudicial to each other’s interests in the face of a crisis.
The de Larosière Report supports “regulatory consistency” as being essential to the single market, and

such regulatory consistency is seen as essential to preserving financial stability as well.6 Further, the
European Commission continues to assert that there is,

“clear complementarity between financial stability and integration. Economic and financial integration
is not an obstacle to stability, and integration can deliver strong benefits for the broader economies.”7

Although there is a legitimate case for the complementarity of financial stability needs and market
integration which supports enhanced legal integration in order to deal with the needs of financial stability,
this article is of the view that the case may be over-stated as policy-makers in the European Union have
strong vested interests to continue supporting the economic and legal integration project. Policy-makers
at EU level seem to have been anxious to align the needs of financial stability with indefatigable legal
integration,8 and gestures such as changing the title of the annual “European Financial IntegrationMonitor”
to the “European Financial Stability and Integration Monitor” since 2010 are indicative of the anxiety to
persist with market and legal integration.
The article now turns to the legal and regulatory architecture reforms that have been introduced in the

EuropeanUnion that purport to address financial stability concerns through ever increasing legal integration.
Legal reforms have taken place in order to spread the regulatory net over a range of hitherto unregulated
financial services institutions. Further, the European System of Financial Supervision (ESFS) has been
established as the European institutional architecture for financial regulation to ensure that regulatory
convergence is aligned with the needs of financial stability. In September 2012, unified banking supervision
was even proposed to be undertaken by the European Central Bank, as a single supervisory mechanism
for “[t]he single market and the banking union are … mutually reinforcing processes”.

Substantive law reforms in EU financial regulation
Where substantive legal reform is concerned, the Regulation for Credit Rating Agencies 20099 has been
swiftly enacted, creating a system of EU-wide authorisation for credit rating agencies subject to ongoing
supervision atMember State level. The Capital Requirements Directives 2009 and 2010 have also amended

OJ L390/38); Capital Requirements Directives 2006 (Directive 2006/49 on the capital adequacy of investment firms
and credit institutions (recast) [2006] OJ L177/201).

6Report by the High Level Group on Financial Supervision in the EU (February 25, 2009).
7European Commission, European Financial Stability and Integration Report 2011 (April 2012), Executive

Summary.
8N.Moloney, “Reform or Revolution? The Financial Crisis, EU FinancialMarkets Law, and the European Securities

and Markets Authority” (2011) 60 I.C.L.Q. 521.
9EU Regulation on Credit Rating Agencies 1060/2009.
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the 2006 Directive to provide for enhanced credit risk recognition of structured finance products,10 retention
of risk11 as a form of risk management, supervision over remuneration policies12 at financial institutions
to be aligned with risk management and micro-prudential measures such as the possible imposition of
leverage controls.13 Further, a newCapital Requirements IVDirective and Regulation14 are being proposed
to recast all micro-prudential regulation over credit and other financial institutions to implement the
internationally accepted Basel III Capital Accord. The Regulation on Short Selling and certain aspects of
Credit Default Swaps 2010 also provides for a disclosure regime for short sales beyond a particular level
and the discretionary imposition of regulatory bans and controls in times of “adverse developments and
threats to market stability and confidence”.15 The Directive on Alternative Investment Fund Managers
201116 also finally passed both Council and Parliament in mid-2011, allowing for the expansion of
supervisory oversight of prudential and conduct of business matters and disclosure regulation to assist
regulatory surveillance. The European Markets and Infrastructure Regulation17 was also passed in early
2012 to provide for mandatory central clearing of certain derivative products, trade transparency and the
oversight of clearing houses.
Further amendments to the initial Lamfalussy procedure directives have also been passed in respect of

the Prospectus Directive 2003,18 and will be passed for the Markets in Financial Instruments19 and
Transparency Directives.20

The substantive law reforms showcase the immensely expanded breadth of regulatory reach in EU
financial regulation, setting standards for the prudential aspects and conduct of business of hitherto
unregulated entities such as hedge and private equity fund managers, credit rating agencies, derivatives
trading, central counterparties and clearing houses. The substantive law reforms also envisage enhanced
supervision and enforcement to be carried out by national regulators led by European-level agencies, and
in the case of credit rating agencies, to be carried out by a European-level supervisor. The institutional
reforms at EU level are of crucial importance for the implementation of substantive law reforms, and we
now turn to this.

10See art.87, Capital Requirements Directive 2009 (Directive 2009/111 amending Directives 2006/48, 2006/49 and
2007/64 as regards banks affiliated to central institutions, certain own funds items, large exposures, supervisory
arrangements, and crisis management [2009] OJ L302/97).

11Capital Requirements Directive 2009 art.122a.
12See art.22, Capital Requirements Directive 2010 (Directive 2010/76 amending Directives 2006/48 and 2006/49

as regards capital requirements for the trading book and for re-securitisations, and the supervisory review of
remuneration policies [2010] OJ L329/3.

13Capital Requirements Directive 2010 art.156.
14See http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/bank/regcapital/new_proposals_en.htm [Accessed April 30, 2013].
15See arts 16, 17 and 19, Short Selling Regulation (Regulation 236/2012 on short selling and certain aspects of

credit default swaps [2012] OJ L86/1).
16Directive 2011/61 on Alternative Investment Fund Managers and amending Directives 2003/41 and 2009/65 and

Regulations 1060/2009 and 1095/2010 [2011] OJ L174/1.
17Regulation 648/2012 on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories [2012] OJ L201/1.
18Directive 2010/73 amending Directives 2003/71 on the prospectus to be published when securities are offered to

the public or admitted to trading and 2004/109 on the harmonisation of transparency requirements in relation to
information about issuers whose securities are admitted to trading on a regulated market [2010] OJ L327/1.

19Commission Proposals for a Directive on markets in financial instruments repealing Directive 2004/39 of the
European Parliament and of the Council, and for a Regulation on markets in financial instruments and amending
Regulation [EMIR] on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories (October 2011), http://ec.europa
.eu/internal_market/securities/isd/mifid_en.htm [Accessed April 30, 2013].

20Commission Proposal for a Directive amending Directive 2004/109 on the harmonisation of transparency
requirements in relation to information about issuers whose securities are admitted to trading on a regulated market
and Commission Directive 2007/14, http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/securities/docs/transparency/modifying
-proposal/20111025-provisional-proposal_en.pdf [Accessed April 30, 2013].
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Institutional reforms—European System of Financial Supervision (ESFS)
The institutional reforms to create an ESFSwere proposed in the de Larosière Report, and implementation
started in 2010. The ESFS is an institutional architecture that applies across the European Union and is
intended to spearhead legal integration in substantive legal reforms. Further, in late 2012, political agreement
was secured for the European Banking Union or the Single Supervisory Mechanism with banking
supervision in the European Central Bank (ECB) for all eurozone banks in the European Union with at
least €30 billion in assets, or assets whose value represent a fifth of a Member State’s gross domestic
product.21This development could on the one handmeanmore integration as direct supervision is undertaken
by the ECB as a centralised body, but could also mean a step back from integration as the banking union
creates a differentiated tier of integration for the eurozone banking sector. The third part of this article
will argue that the eurozone banking union demonstrates the limits to legal integration for the European
Union, and that financial stability needs may not be aligned with simply more integration.We first discuss
what has been achieved by the institution of the ESFS.
The ESFS comprises three pan-European financial regulators in the form of the European Banking

Authority (EBA),22 the European Securities andMarkets Authority (ESMA)23 and the European Insurance
and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA),24 a Joint Committee of the three European authorities and
national regulators, and a pan-European macro-prudential supervisor, the European Systemic Risk Board
(ESRB),25 which is formed under the auspices of the ECB.
The EBA, ESMA and EIOPA are tasked with the continuing mandate of market integration and legal

convergence but also protective objectives such as systemic stability and consumer protection. The
Regulations establishing the EBA, ESMA and EIOPA have mirror provisions on the roles, functions and
powers of these bodies.26 In terms of furthering the market integration objective, these bodies have the
power to recommend technical standards for uniform implementation of EU Directives in financial
regulation, and binding guidelines on supervisory practices and standards.27 These bodies also seek to
achieve market integration through supervisory convergence, which is based on common guidelines,28

and the monitoring of coherence in supervisory action and the monitoring of coherence in supervisory
action taken by Member States. The ECB, however, would, under the proposed Single Supervisory
Mechanism, be responsible for the micro-prudential supervision of banks in eurozone countries and
participating non-eurozone countries, such as the United Kingdom, and will work alongside the EBA in
its more general functions mentioned above. The three authorities, in forging supervisory convergence in
the implementation of common rulebooks, also have the power to facilitate the settling of disagreements
between national regulators by subjecting them to a process of conciliation. Where conciliation fails, the

21 “Eurozone Agrees Common Bank Supervisor”, Financial Times, December 13, 2012.
22Regulation 1093/2010 establishing the European Banking Authority [2010] OJ L331/12 (EBA Regulation 2010).
23Regulation 1095/2010 establishing the European Securities and Markets Authority [2010] OJ L331/84 (ESMA

Regulation 2010).
24Regulation 1094/2010 establishing the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority [2010] OJ

L331/48 (EIOPA Regulation 2010).
25Regulation 1092/2010 on European Union macro-prudential oversight of the financial system and establishing a

European Systemic Risk Board [2010] OJ L331/1 (ESRB Regulation 2010).
26See analysis in N. Moloney, “The European Securities and Markets Authority and Institutional Design for the

EU Financial Market — A Tale of Two Competences: Part 1 and 2” (2011) 12 E.B.O.R. 43 and 178 respectively.
27EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations arts 8, 10, 15–16. However, the power to make such delegated legislation

is revocable by the European Council and Parliament (see arts 12 and 13), and is subject to review by the Commission
under art.11. The substantive technical standards may also be vetted and objected to by the Commission under art.14,
providing layers of checks and balances to the exercise of such legislative power. The status of successfully passed
standards and guidelines are, however, binding on Member States and non-compliance would amount to a breach of
Union law: art.17.

28EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art.16.
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three authorities have the power to impose a decision to resolve the disagreement.29They are also responsible
for establishing colleges of supervisors for joint supervision and stress testing of financial institutions,30

forging a common supervisory culture31 and conducting peer reviews of national regulators for convergence
in supervisory measures.32

The three authorities also have the mandate to take the lead on setting policies and standards in consumer
financial protection33 and to ensure the consistent application of financial guarantee schemes.34

The three authorities’ final major mandate is in relation to crisis management35 and systemic risk. Article
18 provides for the three authorities to facilitate co-ordinated crisis management by national regulators.
In exceptional circumstances supported by a Council resolution, the three authorities have the power to
address decisions directly to national regulators, and where there is non-compliance by regulators, to
address a decision directly to financial institutions. In terms of dealing with systemic risk mitigation, the
three authorities are tasked to develop quantitative and qualitative systemic risk indicators36 in conjunction
with the ESRB and to develop a permanent capacity to deal with systemic risk policies and governance,37

by continuing to monitor and assess market developments38 and by collecting information from national
regulators and conducting analyses.39 The three authorities may for the purposes of discharging their
systemic risk mandate put in place plans for resolution or recovery for financial institutions.40 The three
authorities are also required to provide assessments to the European Parliament, the Council, the
Commission and the ESRB of trends, potential risks and vulnerabilities at least once a year.41

It is arguable that as the three European authorities are mandated to develop a single rule book, financial
stability concerns may be assumed to fall in line with the general impetus towards market and legal
integration. The ESMA, EBA and EIOPA have mirror and multiple objectives that relate to forging a
common rulebook, supervisory convergence, financial stability and consumer protection. Will the three
authorities be able to carry out a balancing exercise in discharging the responsibilities related to the multiple
objectives? They may regard the forging of common rulebooks as a proxy for achieving objectives such
as financial stability and consumer protection. The three authorities have evolved from networked
committees whose main roles have been to assist the European Commission in establishing technical
legislation, to support primary legislation that seeks to integrate the European Union’s financial markets.42

They continue to be heavily involved in legislative reform—the EBA in the legislative implementation
of the internationally accepted Basel III Capital Accord, the EIOPA involved in the implementation of
the Solvency II Directive on microprudential regulation for insurance firms, and ESMA involved in
reforming the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) 2004, the Transparency and Market
Abuse Directives, and in drafting technical supporting legislation for recently enacted post-crisis legislation

29EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations arts 18, 19.
30EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art.21.
31EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art.29.
32EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art.30.
33EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art.9.
34EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art.26.
35The principles for crisis management will be harmonised in a single rulebook under the European Commission

Proposal for a Directive establishing a framework for the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment
firms and amending Directives 77/91 and 82/891, Directives 2001/24, 2002/47, 2004/25, 2005/56, 2007/36 and
2011/35 and Regulation 1093/2010 (2012).

36EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations arts 22, 23.
37EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art.24.
38EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art 32.
39EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art.35.
40EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art.25.
41EBA, ESMA and EIOPA Regulations art.32.
42Niamh Moloney, “The Lamfalussy Legislative Model” (2003) 52 I.C.L.Q. 499.
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such as the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive 2011 and the European Markets and
Infrastructure Regulation 2012. Hence it is likely that the three authorities would be overly pre-occupied
with legal integration and are likely to consider financial stability concerns as a natural outcome of the
legal integration process. Market and legal integration are deeply ingrained in the workings of the three
authorities,43 and these may be regarded as a natural proxy for EU-wide financial stability concerns.
The European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB)44 is the pan-European body that is tasked with systemic

risk macro-prudential oversight. It is nested within the ECB and, although functionally separate, would
be envisaged to complement the ECB’s role in micro-prudential supervision. It would be responsible for
collecting and analysing information in order to identify systemic risk signals, determine the priorities of
these risks and issue appropriate warnings and recommendations in view of these risks.45 The Board will
be directed by a General Board46 comprising the chairman and vice-chairman of the ECB, governors of
national central banks, the chairpersons of the three European authorities mentioned above, a member of
the European Commission, the chairs and vice-chairs of the ESRB’s advisory scientific committee and
the chair of the ESRB’s advisory technical committee. The General Board will be assisted by a Steering
Committee47 including an even spread of representation from the ESRB itself, the General Board, the
European Central Bank, the ESMA, EBA and EIOPA, the European Commission, the Economic and
Financial Committee of the European Council, and the two advisory committees of the ESRB. The ESRB’s
work will be assisted by an Advisory Scientific Committee,48which comprises experts across a wide range
of fields and skills, and the Advisory Technical Committee,49which consists of representation from national
central banks and EU-level representation.
The ESRB has the power to collect and request information from the three European authorities

mentioned above, national central banks and regulators.50 It is also tasked with provision of information
to the three European authorities mentioned above where appropriate.51 The collection of information by
the ESRB, however, has to be in aggregate form andmust not identify any particular financial institution.52

Although this may be understandable in terms of protecting any financial institution from premature
reputational risk, it may also constrain the ESRB from making a judgment on whether any individual
institution may be important in contributing to systemic risk. The ESRB may also consult private sector
stakeholders for advice, contributing to its analysis capacity.53

The ESRB’s role is to issue warnings and/or recommendations to the European Union as a whole or to
individual Member States or national regulators.54 These warnings and recommendations are to be
contemporaneously transmitted to the Council and Commission as to the addressees. The ESRB may
follow up with the addressees as to what action is taken in respect of the warnings or recommendations,
but the general enforcement procedure for breach of Union law under the Treaty is not explicitly provided
for.55 Where appropriate, the General Board may make its warnings or recommendations public, upon

43N. Moloney, “EU Financial Market Regulation after the Global Financial Crisis: More Europe or More Risks?”
(2010) 47 C.M.L. Rev. 1317.

44Regulation 1092/2010 (ESRB Regulation).
45ESRB Regulation art.3.
46ESRB Regulation art.6.
47ESRB Regulation art.11.
48ESRB Regulation art.12.
49ESRB Regulation art.13.
50ESRB Regulation art.15.
51ESRB Regulation art.15.
52ESRB Regulation art.15(3).
53ESRB Regulation art.14.
54ESRB Regulation art.16.
55ESRB Regulation art.17.
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informing the Council and addressees in advance and the achievement of a two-thirds majority vote in
the meeting of the General Board.56

A number of commentators argue that macro-prudential supervision undertaken by the ESRB is not
exactly a centralised EU function as it is not supported by greater force of law57 and the ability to issue
corrective mechanisms.58However, others59 have noted that although the power of the ESRB lies in giving
warnings and may be regarded as a measure of “soft law”, these measures are unlikely to be ignored, and
facilitate a form of economic governance that could be adapted to suit both boom and crisis times. It may
be argued that if unified micro-prudential supervision for eurozone banks and banks in non-eurozone
participating countries is undertaken by the ECB, the position of the ESRB could be enhanced. As the
ESRB is nested within the ECB, the ESRB and the ECB could work synergistically together in monitoring
micro- and macro-prudential soundness in the EU financial markets. However, as the ECB’s remit is over
eurozone banks and non-eurozone banks from participating countries above a certain asset threshold, the
ECB’s new role may entail “eurozone bias” in terms of how the ECB, and perhaps influencing the ESRB,
would perceive financial stability needs. The bias may be a natural consequence if the ECB and ESRB
become more equipped with information with regard to the banking sector in the eurozone. But this could
mean that the macro-prudential supervision that the ESRB is meant to carry out for the benefit of all EU
Member States may have to be closely scrutinised in terms of its adequacy for the non-eurozone Member
States.
It is clear that the EU policy-makers see legal integration as being reinforced by financial stability

concerns, and integrated regulatory and institutional frameworks have now been put in place to deal not
only with market and legal integration but also financial stability concerns. However, this article argues
that the needs of financial stability may not be fully aligned with European market integration, and will
also pose challenges to the development of European financial regulation.
The next part will argue that the needs of financial stability are varied and may justify the adoption of

divergences by individual Member States or groups of Member States within the European Union.

Can financial stability justify local legal divergences from EU financial regulation?
Financial stability has always been recognised as one of the objectives in financial regulation. Cranston60

identifies the maintenance of “systemic stability” as a public good that “financial regulation” can provide.
Systemic stability is referred to as a “public good”, as individual firms are generally not able or motivated
to take actions that may collectively protect the financial system as a whole,61 therefore generating a market
failure. “Public goods” are defined as being collectively enjoyed by society,62 but the provision of which

56ESRB Regulation art.18.
57A.Arora, “TheGlobal Financial Crisis: ANewGlobal Regulatory Order” [2010] J.B.L 670. See also the assessment

by M. Andenas and C. Hadjiemmanuil, “Banking supervision and European monetary union” (1999) 14 J.I.B.L.R.
1; and in M. Andenas, “Harmonising and Regulating Financial Markets” in M. Andenas and C. Andersen, Theory
and Practice of Harmonisation (Edward Elgar, 2012), p.1.

58 J. Dermine and D. Schoenmaker, “In Banking, Is Small Beautiful?” (2010) 19 Financial Markets, Institutions
and Instruments 1.

59E. Ferran and K. Alexander, “Can Soft Law Bodies Be Effective? Soft Systemic Risk Oversight Bodies and the
Special Case of the European Systemic Risk Board” (2010) 35 E.L. Rev. 751; also at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1676140
[Accessed April 30, 2013]; A. Hennessy, “Redesigning Financial Supervision in the European Union” (EUSA
conference, Boston, March 3–6, 2011).

60R. Cranston, Principles of Banking Law, 2nd edn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), pp.66ff.
61Steven Schwarz, “Systemic Risk” (2008) 97 Georgetown Law Journal 193, 206.
62So that each individual’s consumption of such a good does not lead to subtractions from any other individual’s

consumption of that good.
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is often subject to a collective action problem, and so the state is ultimately looked to in order to supply
it.63

In the context of the European Union, at what level is the collective public good of financial stability
provided? If we turn to what “financial stability” means, we will realise that “financial stability” is a highly
relative concept, and this may mean that where local needs may differ in parts of the European Union,
the needs of financial stability would be different.
Schinasi64 argues that the financial sector’s essential purpose is to manage risks and allocate resources

in the real economy. In taking on its intermediary purpose, the sector becomes itself a clearing house for
risk and an essential facilitator for wealth creation in the real economy. Risk-taking is inherent in financial
sector intermediation, and so financial stability or instability should be understood as a continuum of a
state of affairs where the financial sector serves the needs of economic activity, and in so doing is able to
tolerate a certain extent of deficiencies, vulnerabilities and disturbances.65 The key issue in understanding
financial stability or instability is when certain vulnerabilities or sub-optimalities should be regarded as
no longer tolerable in the system and should be regarded as a form of “instability”. In other words, the
“financial stability” desired to be achieved is a state of risks which are “difficult to decide [as to] what
[are] undesirable as compared to what [are] tolerable or desired”.66

Drawing from the sociologist philosopher Niklas Luhmann’s writings on risk in general, the “disaster
threshold” for different individuals or groups of constituents “will be located at very different positions,
depending on whether one is involved in risk as a decision-maker or as someone affected by risky decisions.
This makes it difficult to hope for consensus on [risk] calculations …”.67 Davies and Green68 are of the
view that “financial stability … cannot be defined in terms other than broad and general ones that give
little guidance on policy or action, and indeed that it could even be dangerous so to do”.69

The understanding of financial stability/instability is thus difficult not because of difficulties in measuring
or evaluating financial flows and their potential ramifications. The understanding is difficult because of
the value judgments that need to be made as to the tolerance of levels of financial stability or instability.70

As “financial stability” essentially relates to a relative tolerance level for risk-taking, it may be argued
that commonly accepted levels are more likely to be achieved within smaller communities than within
larger communities. This would mean that it is more likely that a determination of tolerance levels could
be mademore readily at a national level than a pan-European or international level.71 Further, the eurozone
States may have more common interests among themselves than with the non-eurozone Member States
and may adopt preferences for “financial stability” that are different from non-eurozone Member States.
Hence, “financial stability” is a malleable concept that can operate on national, pan-European and

63Originated from P. A. Samuelson, “The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure” (1954) 36 Review of Economics and
Statistics 387.

64G.J. Schinasi, “Defining Financial Stability”, IMFWorking Paper (2004), http://cdi.mecon.gov.ar/biblio/docelec
/fmi/wp/wp04187.pdf [Accessed May 14, 2013].

65 J. Gray and D. Bholat, “Law, Systemic Risk and Resilience — Are we Asking the Right Questions?”, Berle IV
Symposium, London, June 14–15, 2012.

66Taken from U. Eriksson-Zetterquist, “Risk and Organising: The Growth of a Research Field” in B. Czarniawska
(ed.), Organising in the Face of Risk and Threat (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2009), p.14.

67N. Luhmann, Risk: A Sociological Theory, trans. R. Barrett (New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1993), p.3.
68H. Davies and D. Green, Banking on the Future: The Rise and Fall of Central Banking (NJ: Princeton University

Press, 2010), Ch.3.
69Davies and Green, Banking on the Future (2010), p.61.
70Drawing from Luhmann, Risk (1993), p.3.
71Although Beck argues that global risks faced by citizens worldwide may provoke a common response in the form

of a “cosmopolitan” moment, where the collective consciousness of society rises up to challenge the situation of
“irresponsibility”, and frames the discourse not in economic, rational and efficiency terms, but in terms of justice and
rights; see U. Beck,World at Risk, trans. Ciaran Cronin (Polity Press, 2009).
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international levels, and could justify different policy choices at different levels.72 This also explains why,
in the name of “financial stability”, Member States have responded divergently to the global financial
crisis.73 The global financial crisis has affected the financial institutions and sectors of Member States
differently and to different extents, and the choices made have been reflective of the need to maintain
national interests in “financial stability”. The Commission has identified reversals and pauses in market
integration in the financial sector since 2010,74 and concerns for financial stability may have played a part
in these developments. We turn now to three types of divergences that have taken place and how they
have reflected national interests in “financial stability”.
The first type of divergence refers to actions taken by Member States that are not subject to maximum

legal harmonisation in EU financial regulation. It may be said that such divergences are therefore a matter
of course as maximum legal harmonisation has not been envisaged. However, a number of these actions
have been clear expressions of national interest without conferment at EU level and with little consideration
of spillover effects upon other Member States. This brings to question whether the EU policy-makers can
really force harmonisation upon these areas and whether there may be legitimate national interests of
financial stability that would remain challenging to legal integration. The second type of divergence actions
refers to “super-equivalent” regimes that have been legislated in order to reflect and protect national
interests even if a maximum legal harmonisation measure is already in place in EU financial regulation.
The third type of divergence would be exceptional regimes that would likely deviate from the Treaty
freedoms in that they erect obstacles to the freedom of establishment or to provide services but may
nevertheless be arguably justified under general good or public interest. This article does not regard the
eurozone banking union as a “divergence” as it would continue to operate along the same rulebooks in
the form of legislation or the EBA’s technical rules. The banking union, however, represents a differentiated
and flexible governance approach within the general fabric of legal integration and the third part of this
article will further explain how this approach may reflect the balance needed to be struck between market
and legal integration needs and the needs of financial stability.

Divergences where no maximum legal harmonisation exists or can be achieved
In the pre-crisis years, one area in financial regulation that was not subject to any legal integration was
financial institution crisis management and resolution regimes. Although market and legal integration
promoted more cross-border financial activity and the establishment of financial institutions with an
EU-wide footprint, financial institutions were “global in life and national in death”.75 Policy integration
in the much-needed areas of cross-border supervision, deposit-guarantee schemes, lender-of-the-last resort
policy and crisis management and resolution schemes such as special bankruptcy regimes and state bailout
has been urged76 before the onset of the global financial crisis, but as Pisani-Ferry and Sapir77 have pointed
out, market integration has outpaced policy integration. National authorities realised that it was up to them

72E. Helleiner and S. Pagliari, “The End of an Era in International Financial Regulation? A Postcrisis Research
Agenda” (2011) 65 International Organisation 169; D. Rodrik, “A Plan B for Global Finance”, The Economist, March
12, 2009.

73 I. Begg, “Regulation and Supervision of Financial Intermediaries in the EU: The Aftermath of the Financial
Crisis” (2009) 47 J.C.M.S. 1107.

74European Commission, European Financial Stability and Integration Report 2010 and 2011.
75“Can Bank Regulation go Global?” (March 18, 2009), BBC News, http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/7950758

.stm [Accessed April 30, 3013].
76 J. Dermine, “European Banking Integration: Don’t Put the Cart before the Horse” (2006) 15 Financial Markets,

Institutions and Instruments 57; D. Schoenmaker and S. Oosterloo, “Financial Supervision in an Integrating Europe”
(2005) 8 International Finance 1.

77 J. Pisani-Ferry and A. Sapir, “Banking Crisis Management in the EU: An Early Assessment” (2010) Economic
Policy 341.
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to take the best courses of action to protect national financial stability after the fall of Lehman Brothers
in the United States in September 2008, which was a key trigger point for bank crises in various parts of
the European Union.
Faced with threats of banking collapses in 2008–09, national governments in the European Union have

taken a number of actions that principally reflect domestic interests and policy, although ad hoc forms of
co-ordination have been observed. In terms of bank bailouts, the United Kingdom, which needed to bail
out the Royal Bank of Scotland and Halifax Bank of Scotland in late 2008, developed a plan to provide
liquidity to the financial system, through the special liquidity scheme operated by the Bank of England;
to recapitalise banks whereby the Government would buy bank shares; and to provide government
guarantees of new debt issued by banks.78 Quaglia argues that this is essentially a British plan79 which has
been afterwards “transferred” to other Member States as they designed their own banking bailouts. The
European Commission exerted its influence much later in developing a communication both on bank
recapitalisation and on impaired assets at banks in December 2008 and February 2009 respectively.80 The
subsequent bailout of the cross-border bank Fortis had also been carried out by the loose co-ordination of
the national governments concerned with these banks, the Benelux countries. The three governments
injected capital into the national parts of Fortis within their respective territories, but when the injection
proved to be insufficient for Fortis, the Netherlands nationalised its part of Fortis, Belgium nationalised
its part of Fortis too but quickly disposed of its part to BNP Paribas, and Luxembourg sold its part of
Fortis to La Baloise, a non-life insurance group. The flurry of bank bailouts in 2008 has therefore been
characterised by ad hoc co-ordination if necessary amongMember States, in bilateral rather thanmultilateral
forms of policy co-ordination. Although the resolution of Dexia by France, Belgium and Luxembourg in
late 2011 was more of a co-ordinated and joint effort, such co-ordination was still relatively bilateral and
ad hoc in nature.81 The bank bailout patterns in the European Union have shown the tendency to exert
strong national preferences in the absence of a multilateral strategy for pan-European crisis resolution.
Further, the most heavily criticised government in the global financial crisis has been that of Iceland.
Iceland had taken unilateral action to freeze depositor accounts and assets when its three largest banks,
Landsbanki, Glitnir and Kaupthing, descended into trouble, affecting depositors in the European Union
including the United Kingdom and Netherlands. The United Kingdom’s retaliatory action against Iceland,
by using national terror laws to freeze Icelandic bank assets located in the United Kingdom, was also an
expression of national actions in divergence to protect national depositors’ interests.
The de Larosière Report acknowledges that EU financial regulation has been inappropriate and inadequate

in many areas,82 exacerbated by the collective action problems83 on the part of EU Member States. This
unsatisfactory state of affairs has now been met with robust action on the part of the European Commission

78 “UK Government Unveils £37bn Banking Bailout Plan”, Guardian, October 13, 2008.
79L. Quaglia, “The ‘British Plan’ as a Pace-Setter: The Europeanization of Banking Rescue Plans in the EU?”

(2009) 47 J.C.M.S. 1063.
80Discussed in Pisani-Ferry and Sapir, “Banking Crisis Management in the EU” (2010) Economic Policy 341.
81D. Hodson and L. Quaglia, “European Perspectives on the Global Financial Crisis: Introduction” (2009) 47

J.C.M.S. 939; L. Pauly, “The Old and the New Politics of International Financial Stability” (2009) 47 J.C.M.S. 955.
82De Larosière Report (February 2009), paras 28, 37.
83M. Rhinard, “European Cooperation on Future Crises: Toward a Public Good” (2009) 26 Review of Policy

Research 439; J.P. Trachtman, “The International Law of Financial Crisis: Spillovers, Subsidiarity, Fragmentation
and Cooperation” (2010) 13 J.I.E.L. 719.
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pushing for an integrated rulebook on crisis management,84 and for deposit guarantee schemes.85 It may
be argued that with the Commission’s plan to bring about an integrated rulebook for crisis management,
ad hoc measures that have been unpredictable and subject to political haggling would disappear to give
way to a more predictable and coherent set of practices. However, this article queries whether the
Commission’s proposed Directive would achieve the above. This article argues that the proposed Directive
has provided for some forms of legal integration but the different needs of crisis management and the
responsibility of Member States to bear fiscal cost are issues that affect national interests differently.
The proposed Directive provides for legal integration in the special resolution regimes to be established

in Member States. Special resolution regimes are legal frameworks allowing national authorities to take
over a financial institution in crisis in order to stem panic and decide how the institution may be recovered
or resolved. The resolution tools are: the outright sale of business, the creation of a bridge institution to
temporarily own and run the failing institution until a purchaser may be found, the separation of good
from bad assets, and mandatory bail in for creditors and equity holders so that the private sector will absorb
as many losses as possible.86 The global financial crisis has shown, however, that nationalisation is a key
tool and is perhaps the tool most resorted to, and the Proposal is silent on this issue, leaving cross-border
resolution problems that involve nationalisation to Member State negotiations. Perhaps the omission is
due to concerns for moral hazard in case banks and financial institutions are given the impression that
state bailouts are on the cards. But this omission is a serious gap in the purportedly EU-wide strategy in
crisis management to preserve financial stability. Commentators have argued that the public interest in
the banking sector is such that state bailouts necessarily need to be considered.87With cross-border banking
in the European Union, a co-ordinated strategy in state bailout is required to prevent protectionist and
beggar-thy-neighbour approaches, and assist in distributing the fiscal burden in a more predictable way.88

Fiscal burden sharing89 is mentioned as the possible subject of Member States’ bilateral agreements, but
is not EU-level legal integration supposed to overcome some of the differences and difficulties inMember
States’ approaches that could be subject to protracted wrangling and negotiation? It is queried whether
the proposed Directive is leaving the most difficult issues that relate to financial stability—the role of
government assistance and fiscal cost sharing to one side and merely putting together what it can for the
purposes of legal integration? Draghi90 suggests that an EU-wide resolution authority may be required to
deal with cross-border resolutions. This issue is likely to be subject to intense negotiations amongMember
States and the limits of the proposed Directive show that legal integration should perhaps not be prematurely
rushed into and that national financial stability needs do pose challenges to legal integration.

84European Commission, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a
framework for the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment firms and amending Council Directives
77/91 and 82/891, Directives 2001/24, 2002/47, 2004/25, 2005/56, 2007/36 and 2011/35 and Regulation 1093/2010
(2012).

85European Commission, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on Deposit
Guarantee Schemes [recast] (2010).

86European Commission, Proposal for a Directive establishing a framework for the recovery and resolution of
credit institutions and investment firms and amending Directives 77/91 and 82/891, Directives 2001/24, 2002/47,
2004/25, 2005/56, 2007/36 and 2011/35 and Regulation 1093/2010 (2012), Ch.III.

87X. Freixas, “Crisis Management in Europe” in J. Kremers, D. Schoenmaker and P. Wierts (eds), Financial
Supervision in Europe (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2003), pp.102–119; Schoenmaker and Oosterloo, “Financial
Supervision in an Integrating Europe” (2005) 8 International Finance 1.

88C. Goodhart and D. Schoenmaker, “Burden Sharing in a Banking Crisis in Europe” (2006) 2 Economic Review
34. C. Goodhart and D. Schoenmaker, “Fiscal Burden Sharing in Cross-Border Banking Crises” (2009) 5 International
Journal of Central Banking 141.

89Z. Kudrna, “Cross-Border Resolution of Failed Banks in the European Union after the Crisis: Business as Usual”
(2012) 50 J.C.M.S. 283; A. de la Mata Munoz, “The Future of Cross-Border Banking after the Crisis: Facing the
Challenges through Regulation and Supervision” (2010) 11 European Business and Organisation Review 576.

90 “Draghi’s Rallying Cry for New Powers”, Financial Times, December 14, 2012.
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Further, fiscal cost may also be incurred for the Directive’s other proposed resolution options such as
the Bridge bank and the separation of assets, as bad assets may have to be underwritten or absorbed by
the taxpayer. Although the Directive provides that Member States should establish group resolution
schemes for cross-border banks in the European Union on an ex ante basis,91 such ex ante schemes would
be tested when a real situation arises. Ex ante financing arrangements92 would also be tested when ex ante
arrangements are insufficient.93 The proposal to borrow from deposit guarantee schemes94 in Member
States may also entail national interest resistance.
The Commission also encourages a policy of early intervention95 in institutions that may show signs of

imminent failure. In cross-border groups, the decision whether or not to intervene early may be contested
between joint supervisors. The template for convergence in the Commission’s proposed Directive will
not rule out actual implementational differences between Member States and problems that may occur at
the level of co-ordination.
Although legal integration is afoot in the key area of financial institution crisis management and

resolution, this is an area that will arguably expose the limits of legal integration as national interests are
varied and the achievement of common ground may be questionable. For example, the United Kingdom’s
banking sector features many internationally active global banks, many of which have originated from
the United States. The United Kingdom’s shared interests with the United States in terms of crisis
management and resolution are more pronounced than with many other Member States. The United
Kingdom and United States have now entered into an agreement to entrust leadership of resolution
operations to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation if a systemically important financial institution
which originates from the United States should fail.96 This is a form of divergence adopted by the United
Kingdom in relation to how resolution would apply to bank subsidiaries in the United Kingdom whose
parent companies are based in the United States. Resolution in such situations would be led by the US
authorities who would apply different legal frameworks to those that may be harmonised at EU level.
Another example of divergence actions taken by Member States in the global financial crisis has been

policy choices made in respect of national deposit guarantee schemes. The European Union has provided
minimum legal harmonisation for deposits, at €20,000 per defined deposit account in 1994.97 However,
the United Kingdom exceeded that level even before the crisis, providing for 100 per cent of the first
£2,000 plus up to 90 per cent of the next £33,000. After the United Kingdom suffered the Northern Rock
bank run in October 2007, the deposit guarantee in the United Kingdomwas raised to £50,000 per defined
deposit account. In the wake of the Icelandic banking crisis in June 2008, the UK Government then
guaranteed 100 per cent of the defined deposits placed with the failed Icelandic banks for UK depositors.
In September 2008, when a number of Irish banks including Anglo-Irish were on the brink of collapse,
the Irish Government announced a 100 per cent guarantee for deposits in six banks, causing deposit
outflows to take place from other Member States, criticised by some commentators as a
“beggaring-thy-neighbour” approach.98 This remains in place although a policy decision has been taken

91Commission Proposal arts 83ff.
92Commission Proposal arts 91ff.
93Commission Proposal art.95.
94Commission Proposal art.99.
95Preamble, European Commission, Proposal for a Directive establishing a framework for the recovery and

resolution of credit institutions and investment firms and amending Directives 77/91 and 82/891, Directives 2001/24,
2002/47, 2004/25, 2005/56, 2007/36 and 2011/35 and Regulation 1093/2010 (2012).

96 “UK and US Unveil Failing Banks Plan”, Financial Times, December 10, 2012.
97Directive 94/19 on deposit-guarantee schemes [1994] OJ L135/5.
98Z. Kudrna, “Cross-Border Resolution of Failed Banks in the European Union after the Crisis: Business as Usual”

(2012) 50 J.C.M.S. 283; Pisani-Ferry and Sapir, “Banking Crisis Management in the EU” (2010) Economic Policy
341.
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at EU level to increase the deposit guarantee to €100,000 per defined account.99 The unilateral Irish decision
remains the poster child for questioning whether legal convergence in deposit guarantee schemes will
actually bring about conforming action in all Member States. The Commission’s proposed Directive that
allows deposit guarantee schemes as a form of back-up funding for resolution arrangements will also
directly threaten the ability of Member States to make a commitment as Ireland has done, and would place
in stark contest national interest against European approaches.
Finally, the financial stability needs of the eurozone may be different from the non-eurozone Member

States. Many eurozone banks have been acutely affected by the fiscal imprudence100 of several eurozone
countries, triggering sovereign debt crises. The eurozone may need to be subject to more convergent
economic governance, as demonstrated in the new fiscal and growth pact,101 and the interest in decoupling
banks and sovereigns in the eurozone has given rise to the need to house banking supervision of eurozone
banks in an independent entity at EU level, which is the Single Supervisory Mechanism. The unique
concerns with eurozone banks, which may become more apparent after the ECB takes over supervision
of them, could trigger a rethink of the extent that can possibly be achieved in terms of legal integration
in crisis management and resolution in EU financial regulation.
Although the policy-makers in the European Union have quickly infused the financial stability rhetoric

into the market and legal integration machinery (perhaps in order to shore up confidence in continuing
with market integration), the case for the alignment of financial stability concerns with market and legal
integration may be overstated, and EU policy-makers need to confront difficult issues with regard to
national interests and objectives, in order to adequately address financial stability concerns at the national
as well as the pan-European levels. The gaps in the proposed Directive where state bailout is concerned,
the differences in Member States’ banking sectors which may require different resolution needs and the
importance of deposit guarantee to national interests are all issues that may highlight the limits to which
maximum legal harmonisation can be achieved in the difficult area of crisis management and resolution.
Legal integration is not a proxy for addressing financial stability concerns and should not be rushed for
its own sake.

Super-equivalent legal regimes
The second type of divergence observed relates to the institution of regulatory regimes that add to regulatory
frameworks that are already subject to maximum legal harmonisation at the EU. Such “gold-plating” or
introduction of more stringent “super-equivalent” regimes may be justified for the purposes of national
interests such as consumer protection. The perception that there is a need to take national measures to
safeguard regulatory objectives such as consumer protection may be justified as European policy-makers
have hitherto not placed much emphasis on those objectives in the pursuit of market and legal integration.
European market integration has been driven by policy-makers supporting supply-side interests in the

pre-crisis years. We suggest that the areas of policy integration that have been achieved in the pre-crisis
years are reflective of industry and producer interests,102 and those interests have given a tremendous boost

99Directive 2009/14 amending Directive 94/19 on deposit-guarantee schemes as regards the coverage level and the
payout delay [2009] OJ L68/3; and Commission Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council on Deposit Guarantee Schemes (July 2010).

100 In breach of the original Growth and Stability Pact underlying the monetary union; see discussion by S. Seyad,
“A Critical Evaluation of the Revised and Enlarged European Stability and Growth Pact” (2012) 27 J.I.B.L.R. and
Regulation 202.

101“Germany set to allow Eurozone Bailout Fund to buy troubled Countries’ Debt”, The Guardian, June 19, 2012.
102L. Quaglia, “Setting the Pace? Private Financial Interests and European Financial Market Integration” (2008)

10 B.J.P.I.R. 46; C. Staikouras and A. Koutsomanoli-Fillipaki, “Competition and Concentration in the New European
Banking Landscape” (2006) 12 European Financial Management 443, arguing that market integration has allowed
universal banking institutions to become large concentrated behemoths capturing ever larger market share.
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to policy will. There was also no incentive for the industry to push for legal integration in areas that are
politically challenging such as crisis management or fiscal burden-sharing, or areas of consumer protection
as the needs of overall economic governance and consumer protection were not of immediate commercial
concern. Market integration has provided a friendly climate for the rise of supply-side interests such as
the growth in cross-border activity and the rise of European-wide systemically important financial
institutions that could undermine the patchwork of home-host country supervision in the pan-EU
arrangements, and give rise to risks and losses that exceed what one Member State can bear. EU
policy-makers have hitherto supported a form of market and legal integration that are most relevant to
supply-side interests. Can EU policy-makers now convince that market and legal integration objectives
are seamlessly infused with financial stability concerns?
The United Kingdom, for example, has set out on its own road map on how best to achieve consumer

protection so as to prevent future systemic crisis that could arise from failures in the retail sector. The
example that will be discussed here is the United Kingdom’s Retail Distribution Review (RDR) that seeks
to regulate conflicts of interest in the provision of investment advice, with a view to improving the quality
of advice to customers. It may be argued that the United Kingdom quite rightly sees the RDR as a necessary
reform as the United Kingdom has a vibrant financial products market for consumers, and persistent
episodes of mis-selling from endowment mortgages103 in the 1990s to payment protection insurance104 that
has been the subject of a major clampdown show the need for the enactment of more consumer protection
regimes in the United Kingdom.
The RDR intends to improve the quality of investment advice through the prohibition of product provider

commissions. The banning of commissions is viewed to be crucial to addressing conflicts of interest that
may entail biased investment advice. The RDR does not apply to personal pensions and protection insurance
products.105 From 2013, the RDR requires investment advisers to draw up a scale of charges for advice up
front, so that remuneration is computed according to the adviser charges and not according to product
commissions.106 This regime will also apply to online platform providers.107 This is intended to remove
any perverse incentives that may be introduced by product commissions influencing advisers to encourage
consumers to purchase any particular products. However, some concessions are made to mitigate the
potentially high cost for consumers. Advisers may be paid from deductions108made to customer’s investment
amount, but however the payment is arranged, payment for advice must not be linked to product providers.
Product providers are banned from giving customers cash rebates109 to pay advisers. Customers may obtain
“unit rebates” from product providers. Factoring is banned110 in order to prevent the return of remuneration
incentives influencing the quality of advice.
The RDR requires advice to be clearly labelled to consumers in the form of “restricted” or “independent”

advice.111 Advice should not be labelled as independent unless the adviser is able to carry out a

103FSA, “Guidance issued on compensation for mis-sold endowment mortgages” (November 30, 2000).
104FSA, The Assessment and Redress of Payment Protection Insurance Complaints, Policy Statement (August

2010).
105 “Unbundling: an unbiased relief for investors”, Financial Times, April 24, 2011, criticising that the RDR may

not have gone far enough to protect consumer interests as a large market exists in the personal pensions and insurance
sectors.

106FSA, Distribution of Retail Investments: Delivering the RDR, PS10/6 (March 23, 2010), Ch.4.
107FSA, Payments to Platform Service Providers and Cash Rebates from Providers to Consumers (June 2012),

http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/cp/cp10_29.pdf [Accessed May 6, 2013]
108 e.g. FSA, Distribution of Retail Investments (PS10/6), para.5.8.
109FSA, Platforms: Delivering the RDR and other Issues for Platforms and Nominee-Related Services, Consultation

Paper (November 2010); and FSA, Payments to Platform Service Providers and Cash Rebates from Providers to
Consumers (June 2012), http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/cp/cp10_29.pdf [Accessed May 6, 2013].

110FSA, Distribution of Retail Investments: Delivering the RDR, PS10/6 (March 23, 2010), para 4.29.
111FSA, Distribution of Retail Investments, PS10/6 (March 23, 2010), paras 2.3, 2.14.
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comprehensive and fair analysis of the market in order to find products suitable112 for the customer’s needs.
Independent advice is evidenced by the breadth of research and suitability considerations tailored to the
customer.113, 114 The RDR’s standard of independence is not merely about managing conflicts of interests
but is related more to suitability and the ability to represent to customers that the adviser is free from any
particular incentives from recommending any particular products. “Independence” is hence closer to being
“tailor-made”. An FSA empirical research study has found that tailor-made encounters are one of the most
useful mechanisms for meeting the needs of consumers,115 the benefits to consumers ranging from the
satisfaction of having made appropriate investments to the longer-term learning and enhancement in the
capacity of consumers in making financial decisions in general. The RDR may entail longer-term effects
in improving financial literacy and perhaps also empowering consumers to become more able to exert
market discipline as a form of governance. In the short term, however, regulatory supervision over whether
dispensers of “independent” advice have really discharged their duties is important to foster the credibility
of the “independent” advice standard.
Where advisers are unable to offer “independent” advice, they may offer other forms of advice under

the label “restricted” advice. “Restricted” advice is usually given when advisers are tied to a range of
pre-selected products. The regulator recognises that advisers may represent their restrictions in such a
way so that the scope of their services may be misleading to consumers. Hence intensive and intrusive
forms of supervision would be necessary to prevent abuse.116 Whether it is “independent” or “restricted”
advice, upfront charges for advice may pose as an obstacle to access to financial products. The regulator
recognises that the RDRmaymean that investment advice could become costly and out of reach for many,
and hence the regulator is willing to allow two categories of restricted advice that may be more cheaply
offered to consumers. One is basic advice, which is tied to a stakeholder product such as a deposit or
savings account, and the other is simplified advice that can be offered online or over the telephone.
Basic advice may be provided via scripted questions and answers so that the cost of advice may be

driven down.117 But such advice must be clearly represented as restricted and must nevertheless satisfy
the requirement of suitability for the consumer.118 Simplified advice119 allows advisers to set up automated
online procedures to sell products or telephone-advised sales. Simplified advice is tied to a range of
pre-selected products that must be disclosed, and the advice is therefore restricted in nature. The regulator
is concerned that telesales procedures and automated online procedures must be suitably robust in order
to meet the requirements of suitability, but does not prohibit simplified advice as such. In these two cheaper
categories of advice, adviser charges must be disclosed up front.

112Within the meaning of “suitability” or “appropriateness” defined in COBS 9 or 10, FSA Handbook. “Suitability”
requires investment advisers making a personal recommendation to obtain sufficient information from the customer
to ensure that the product purchased meets the customer’s investment objectives, is understood by the customer and
that the customer is able to bear the financial risks associated with the product. See Zaki v Credit Suisse [2011] EWHC
2422 (Comm); [2011] 2 C.L.C. 523.

113FSA, Distribution of Retail Investments, PS10/6 (March 23, 2010), paras 2.8 to 2.13.
114FSA, Distribution of Retail Investments, (PS10/6 (March 23, 2010), para.2.13.
115A. Atkinson, Evidence of Impact: An Overview of Financial Education Evaluations, FSA Occasional Paper

(2008). However, another study finds that commissions drive advisers to research and become more acquainted with
product information, the lack of incentives such as commissions may tend towards a generally low standard of banal
and boilerplate advice; see R. Inderst, “Retail Finance: Thoughts on Reshaping Regulation and Consumer Protection
after the Financial Crisis” (2009) 10 E.B.O.R. 455.

116FSA, Distribution of Retail Investments, PS10/6 (March 23, 2010), para.5.3.
117COBS9.6.
118COBS9.6.12.
119FSA, Simplified Advice (September 2011), http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/guidance/gc11_22.pdf [Accessed May

6, 2013].
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The adviser charging and independent advice standards in the RDR are complemented by reforms to
enhance the training and qualification requirements for investment advisers.120 All advisers would need
to be subject to the same training and qualifications requirements imposed on advisers. This provides a
level of minimum standards in terms of adviser competence, which act as a consumer protection measure.
This super-equivalent regime not only adds to the conflicts of interest management rules in the EU

MiFID,121 but also attempts to get around the limitations associated with the suitability duty in theMiFID.122

The MiFID’s regime for conflicts of interest management is highly procedural in nature, requiring firms
to identify and manage conflicts of interest through a policy that should be reviewed and disclosed to
customers. Such a regime leaves it to firms to determine the proxy indicators for conflicts andmay confine
regulatory supervision to procedural matters rather than substantive outcomes for customers. The RDR,
however, takes into regulators’ hands a key proxy indicator for conflicts of interests, i.e. inducements in
the form of product commissions. The European Commission is considering123 the relationship between
product provider commissions and the quality of advice, given the United Kingdom’s pioneering approach,
but the EU Parliament is concerned that this may lock consumers out of advice and not achieve better
outcomes for consumers.124 The uptake of a similar RDR regime in the European Union seems remote.
The RDR is arguably indirectly concerned about the quality of advice consumers receive. This is

governed by the “suitability” duty harmonised in European legislation. “Suitability” requires investment
advisers making a personal recommendation to obtain sufficient information from the customer to ensure
that the product purchased meets the customer’s investment objectives, is understood by the customer and
that the customer is able to bear the financial risks associated with the product.125Hence, “suitability” takes
a micro view of the recommendation made to the customer—it asks the question whether the
recommendation meets the suitability requirements, but does not ask the question whether there are other
recommendations that may better meet the suitability requirements.126 Consumers arguably need advice
that is based on comparative intelligence, and this seems to be the point in the RDR’s “independent advice”
standard. The RDR, in championing the gold standard of “independent advice”, is seeking to address a
gap in advice quality which is not subject to EU regulation.
The United Kingdom may be regarded as having a unique reputation for challenging regulatory

convergence in EU financial regulation by introducing super-equivalent regimes. However, there are
national interests in view of the perceived lack of consumer protection in financial services, and inadequate
levels of protection led by EU-level regulation may pose a future problem for financial stability. Gerding
argues that the underlying layer of consumer activity in the US subprime mortgage market has been key
to the precipitation of the financial crisis imploding in the wholesale sector in late 2007.127 Hence, the
impetus for taking national approaches in governing the retail financial services sector flows from supporting
the regulatory objective of financial stability and mitigation of systemic risk.

120PS11/01 (January 20, 2011).
121MiFID art.18.
122MiFID art.35.
123Commission proposals for a Directive on markets in financial instruments repealing Directive 2004/39 of the

European Parliament and of the Council, and for a Regulation on markets in financial instruments and amending
Regulation [EMIR] on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories (October 2011), http://ec.europa
.eu/internal_market/securities/isd/mifid_en.htm [Accessed May 6, 2013].

124 “Europe to Reject IFA Commission Ban”, Financial Times, July 1, 2012.
125COBS9.6, FSA Handbook; see Zaki v Credit Suisse [2011] EWHC 2422; [2011] 2 C.L.C. 523.
126This limited interpretation is affirmed in ESMA, Guidelines on Certain Aspects of the MiFID Suitability

Requirements, Final Report (July 6, 2012).
127E. Gerding, “The Subprime Crisis and the link between Consumer Financial Protection and Systemic Risk”

(2009), SSRN, http://ssrn.com/abstract=1291722 [Accessed May 6, 2013].
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Deviations from Treaty freedoms—structural reforms to the banking sector
The third type of divergence that is discussed would be regulatory reforms that could impose additional
barriers to entry for foreign establishments or providers of services coming from other EUMember States.
The example raised here is the prospect of the United Kingdom’s implementation of structural reforms
to the banking sector as proposed in the Independent Banking Commission Report (or Vickers Report).128

Although this example is again taken from the United Kingdom, the United Kingdom’s position on this
shows how an international financial centre plans to deal with the issue of national financial stability. The
European Commission has instituted the Liikanen review129 to see if structural reforms may be required
in the European Union as a whole. Although the Liikanen review130 favours structural separation of trading
activities for banks that hold trading assets beyond 15 per cent of its total assets, the Liikanen proposals
differ from the UK Vickers proposals in some respects, and it is much more remote that the Liikanen
proposals may be implemented. The EBA131 for instance does not support an immediate implementation
of the Liikanen review’s structural reform proposals, preferring to focus on legal integration in resolution
regimes in the European Union. Even if the Liikanen proposals were adopted in the European Union, any
differences between the Liikanen proposals and the Vickers proposals (much of which have been endorsed
by the UK coalition government) would still raise the question of whether the divergences may be tolerated
within the accepted legal principles for deviation.
The Vickers Report proposes to ring-fence banks which undertake retail deposit taking and individual

and small business lending, in order that they may be structurally separate from the larger parent banking
group which may undertake risky activities exposed to market risk. Ring-fenced banks are prohibited
from trading activities, securities sales, and purchase and derivatives trading generally, but are allowed
to undertake legitimate hedging activities132 and engage in wholesale funding arrangements which are
ancillary to the retail deposit-taking and lending business.
Ring-fenced banks must provide “mandated activities”, a list of services set out in the Report which

preserves the social utility function of retail banks. The list of “mandated activities” would be services
that, if interrupted, would result in severe economic costs usually borne by customers who are least able
to bear such costs.133 A bank labelled as a “retail bank” in the United Kingdom would have to provide
mandated services such as retail deposit-taking, payment systems and facilities, and individual and small
business credit. Legislation supporting the structural reform would further specify the list of mandated
activities. A “retail bank” is ring-fenced in the sense that it cannot participate in “prohibited activities”
which is defined as banking services that meet any of the following criteria134:

“a) make it significantly harder and/or more costly to resolve the ring-fenced bank;
b) directly increase the exposure of the ring-fenced bank to global financial markets;

128 Independent Commission on Banking (ICB), Final Report (September 2011), http://www.ecgi.org/documents
/icb_final_report_12sep2011.pdf [Accessed May 6, 2013].

129 “EU Banks Face Ring-fencing on Trading Assets”, Financial Times, September 10, 2012.
130E. Liikanen, High-level Expert Group on Reforming the Structure of the EU Banking Sector, Final Report

(October 2012).
131EBA, Opinion on the Recommendations of the High-Level Expert Group on Reforming the Structure of the EU

Banking Sector (December 14, 2012).
132HM Treasury, “Banking Reform: Delivering Stability and Supporting A Sustainable Economy”, White Paper

(June 14, 2012), paras 2.38ff.
133 ICB, Final Report (September 2011), para.3.13, http://www.ecgi.org/documents/icb_final_report_12sep2011

.pdf [Accessed May 6, 2013].
134 ICB, Final Report (September 2011), para.3.39.
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c) involve the ring-fenced bank taking risk and are not integral to the provision of payments
services to customers, or the direct intermediation of funds between savers and borrowers
within the non-financial sector; or

d) in any other way threaten the objectives of the ring-fence.”

The HMTreasuryWhite Paper, in affirming the political will to implement the Vickers recommendations,
defines the per se prohibitions as:

• origination, trading, lending or makingmarkets in securities (including structured investment
products) or derivatives;

• secondary market purchases of loans and other financial instruments;
• conduit financing or securitisation of assets originated outside the ring-fenced bank; and
• underwriting of securities issues.135

Besides a prescriptive approach to what a retail ring-fenced bank can or cannot undertake, the Vickers
Report proposes how such banks may be structurally separated from the rest of the parent banking group.
The ring-fenced retail bank would be a separate subsidiary with its own Board. Although the Report has
considered the elimination of the connection of ownership between ring-fenced retail banks and their
universal banking group parents, the Report is of the view that commonmanagement or sharing of resources
is much more detrimental to potential contagion than common ownership. Hence, there is no prohibition
on common ownership. The ring-fenced retail bank would have to be separate from its universal bank
parent in respect of management, legal and economic connections.
In terms of management separation, the ring-fenced retail bank should have its own board and be

“suitably independent” from the rest of the group.136 Only one director on the board of the ring-fenced
retail bank is allowed to have a cross-directorship with another entity in the group.137 The Government is,
however, keen to recommend that at least half the board be independent, and hence refines on Vickers’s
original recommendation.138Ring-fenced banks should also have their own independent board committees
on nomination, remuneration, audit and risk.139

In terms of legal separation, the ring-fenced retail bank would be a separate legal entity with operational
independence. This means that the ring-fenced entity should be independent in terms of its access to
resources, staff and operational facilities, and infrastructure and such should not be compromised irrespective
of the health of the group.140 The Government, however, considers that there is the possibility that
ring-fenced subsidiaries could have some funding reliance on the parent company, but will consider setting
limits on such arrangements.141

On economic links, the Report proposes that ring-fenced entities should not transact with the rest of
the group in such a manner as to render the fence meaningless. Hence, all dealings with group companies
should be on a third-party basis.142 Such dealings would be on an arm’s-length basis on terms that are no
more favourable than in third-party relationships. In particular, asset sales or swaps must be on a third-party
basis.143 This proposal is intended to prevent ring-fenced entities from being used to support the rest of
the group and expose it to the solvency and liquidity risks of the group. The Government agrees in principle

135HM Treasury, “Banking Reform”, White Paper (June 14, 2012), para.2.36.
136 ICB, Final Report (September 2011), para.3.64.
137 ICB, Final Report (September 2011), para.3.85.
138HM Treasury, “Banking Reform”, White Paper (June 14, 2012), para.2.71.
139HM Treasury, “Banking Reform”, White Paper (June 14, 2012), para.2.73.
140 ICB, Final Report (September 2011), para.3.74.
141HM Treasury, “Banking Reform”, White Paper (June 14, 2012), para.2.68.
142 ICB, Final Report (September 2011), paras 3.82ff.
143 ICB, Final Report (September 2011), para.3.89.
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and will likely consider more explicit limitations on specific transactions.144 In particular, any exposures
the ring-fenced entity may have to the rest of the group would be controlled under existing legislation on
large exposures, the ring-fenced entity should not provide any form of unlimited guarantee or indemnity
to the group, limits should be placed on the total intraday exposures permitted between ring-fenced entities
and the rest of the corporate group, and the ring-fenced entity should not be party to agreements which
contain cross-default clauses, or be subject to similar arrangements triggered by the default of entities in
the rest of the group.145 Chow and Surti, however, warn that ring-fenced banks may contract more on an
intra-group basis owing to the restrictions placed on permitted activities, and hence the concentration of
intra-group exposures may itself pose a risk to the ring-fenced bank.146

The above features in the Vickers Report are not significantly different from the EU Liikanen review.
However, the Vickers Report proposes that as ring-fenced retail banks serve social utility purposes providing
intermediation and deposit services for the retail and small business sectors, they should be subject to
separate and more stringent prudential regulation in order to make them more robust against potential
failure. Hence, ring-fenced retail banks need to hold more loss-absorbing equity and debt than other
financial institutions.147 The Liikanen review does not propose to impose more stringent capital adequacy
standards for retail banks and prefers to allow national discretion to require wider structural separation if
resolvability remains an issue.
The structural reforms in the Vickers Report would mean that cross-border entities that wish to engage

in retail banking business in the United Kingdom would be subject to the regulatory regime of structural
separation as implemented in the United Kingdom. This would be the case if the legislation supporting
the Vickers Report comes into effect in 2015,148 which may be ahead of any EU initiative based on the
Liikanen review. On the one hand, such structural reforms would directly address the problems raised by
the unilateral actions taken by Iceland in relation to the Icelandic banks’ retail business in the United
Kingdom in late 2008; on the other hand, these reforms could be viewed as protectionist and infringing
the Treaty freedoms in relation to establishment and provision of services, if the European Union has not
embarked or is not going to embark on similar structural reforms. Mervyn King, the Governor of the Bank
of England, has admitted that the Vickers Report reforms could be challenged by the European Union.149

The Vickers Report has been accepted by the UK Government150 and looks likely to be implemented by
2015.
Can the structural reforms be justified as being acceptable exceptions to the Treaty freedoms in view

of the general good of financial stability in the United Kingdom? First, it may be argued that the United
Kingdom’s Vickers Report reforms have been well publicised in the UK and international press, and the
Council or Commission could have worked through dialogue and diplomacy to ensure that the Vickers
proposals remain consistent with the interests in cross-border banking and financial services in the European
Union. However, in the absence of a judicial challenge, the silence of the European Commission may not
be taken as acquiescence. Next, if the European Union does not adopt the Liikanen review and there is
no legal integration in structural separation frameworks for banks, then there is a need to consider whether
the United Kingdom’s unilateral imposition of structural separation can be justified as a legitimate deviation

144HM Treasury, “Banking Reform”, White Paper (June 14, 2012), para.2.69.
145 ICB, Final Report (September 2011), para.3.87.
146J. Chow and J. Surti, “Making Banks Safer—Can Volcker and Vickers do it?”, IMFWorking Paper (2011), http:

//www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2011/wp11236.pdf [Accessed May 14, 2013].
147 ICB, Final Report (September 2011), para.4.25.
148See the analysis in E. Ferran, “The New Mandate for the Supervision of Financial Services Conduct” (2012) 65

Current Legal Problems 411, discussing the consequences of a heavily regulated regime for competition in the market.
149M. King, “EU Could Veto Vickers” (November 4, 2011), CityAM, http://www.cityam.com/news-and-analysis

/king-eu-could-veto-vickers [Accessed May 6, 2013].
150HM Treasury, “Banking Reform”, White Paper (June 14, 2012).
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from the Treaty freedoms that support market integration. We turn to the jurisprudence of the Court of
Justice allowing public interest-based restrictions upon the freedom to provide services or establishment,
and are of the view that the Vickers Report reforms could fall within the public interest of the United
Kingdom’s need to preserve financial stability.
In Alpine Investments BV v Minister van Financien,151 Alpine took the Minister in the Netherlands to

the Court of Justice to complain against theMinister’s rule that prohibits cold-calling in commodity-linked
investment transactions. Such cold-calling has taken place in relation to Dutch customers as well as
customers in the United Kingdom, Belgium and Luxembourg. Alpine argued that the Minister’s rule
infringed Alpine’s right to provide cross-border financial services to customers. The Court characterised
the Minister’s rule as a restrictive measure that could be regarded as infringing the freedom to provide
services. However, the Court held that the restrictive measure was justified as it was in the public interest
of the Netherlands to provide for regulatory controls that are necessary to maintain the reputation of its
financial markets. As the Minister had a valid concern with respect to customer treatment and possible
complaints, he had a justified basis for imposing the restrictive measure. In other non-financial services
cases, the European Court has held, in the context of restrictive rules imposed by health authorities in
respect of citizens seeking medical treatment abroad and then claiming reimbursement from their domestic
health authorities, that restrictive rules such as prior notification and assessment by the domestic health
authorities are justified as a matter of public interest in balancing the fiscal position of the social security
systems responsible for public health in Member States.152

It may be argued that in view of the trillions of pounds spent on bank bailout in the United Kingdom
significantly burdening the national deficit, the public interest in limiting the fiscal cost to the real economy
is a palpable one. The United Kingdom has a large international banking and finance sector and is exposed
to taking on fiscal burdens in relation to cross-border spillovers; hence, the intention of the Vickers Report
in limiting such future fiscal burdens153 is very much based on the unique vulnerabilities of the United
Kingdom. It would be highly arguable that a restrictive measure such as the Vickers Report’s structural
reforms would be justifiable as in the public interest of the UK tax-paying public. This may mean that the
United Kingdom’s approach of structural separation may be upheld in its national interest. Further, the
Liikanen review seems to support affording local authorities some discretion154 in determining the extent
of structural separation based on the authorities’ assessment of the resolvability of the financial institution
concerned. Thus, even if the European Union ultimately harmonises a form of structural separation
regulation, the differences between the United Kingdom’s regime (which is based on the Vickers Report)
and any legal integration in the European Union (based on the Liikanen review) may be justified in the
United Kingdom’s public interest.
The above has examined three types of divergences that Member States have engaged in and are likely

to engage in to protect the national interests of financial stability, which could be different from the interest
of financial stability looked at from the EU-level. These differences are due to the essential different
preferences in risk tolerance in financial activities, the relative economic and social importance of the

151Alpine Investments BV V Minister van Financien (C-384/93) [1995] E.C.R. I-1141; [1995] 2 C.M.L.R. 209. See
M. Andenas, “Cross Border Cold Calling and the Right to Provide Services” (1995) 16 Company Lawyer 249; M.
Andenas and J. Snell, “Exploring the Outer Limits” in M. Andenas and W. Roth (eds), Services and Free Movement
in EC Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), pp.69–140.

152Geraets-Smits and Peerebooms v Stichting Ziekenfonds VGZ (C-157/99) [2001] E.C.R. I-5473; [2002] 2 C.M.L.R.
21;Müller-Fauré v Onderlinge Waarborgmaatschappij OZ Zorgverzekeringen UA (C-385/99) [2003] E.C.R. I-4509;
[2004] 2 C.M.L.R. 33.

153Argued in C. Goodhart, “The Vickers Report: An Assessment” (2012) 6 Law and Financial Markets Review 32.
154E. Liikanen, High-level Expert Group on Reforming the Structure of the EU Banking Sector, Final Report

(October 2012), p.iii. This review was chaired by E. Liikanen, Governor of the Bank of Finland, and appointed by
the European Commission.
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financial sector in Member States’ economies and the different needs of consumers and the domestic
corporate sector in each Member State.155

As the rhetoric of financial stability is adaptive to different contexts, what challenges do the needs of
financial stability pose to the dogged and cherished goal of market and legal integration in the European
Union? Do financial stability needs undermine market and legal integration and should we rethink the
market integration project?

Refining market integration as a regulatory objective
There is a point in supporting supranationally co-ordinated frameworks for regulating finance in the
European Union, given the relatively high levels of integration in the wholesale finance and banking
sectors. Such supranational frameworks will prima facie be in a position to address individual Member
States’ collective action problems.156 However, Moloney warns that if regulatory power is concentrated
at the pan-European level, then a systemic error of judgment that is made at that level could be magnified
many times across the European Union.157 In this respect, policy-makers at EU-level should, for example,
consider carefully whether legislation that focuses on pan-European access to markets, such as in the
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive 2011, is too path dependent, and how granting access
and pursuing market integration would work with the financial stability rationale for regulating hedge and
private equity funds.
Post-crisis, it is questioned158 whether we could take it for granted that European financial integration,

and indeed international finance, should be regulated at a level beyond the nation state when the fiscal
cost to nation states is still fundamentally a domestic issue. Compelling legal integration in the European
Union and persisting with the dogged nature of European legal integration in finance could backfire if
Member States are of the view that the one-size-fits-all rules do not reflect local needs in financial stability.
If legal integration proceeds at a level of broader principles in order to “fit all”, then the implementation
of broader principles could be adapted to local conditions, resulting in a reality of divergent laws in action
in Member States even if emanating from a common “law in the books”.
It is commented that the governance of finance at EU-level and internationally should be subject to

ideational re-examination.159 This means that the European Union should accept that market integration,
encouraging and facilitating market access should not be doggedly pursued without considering national
financial stability needs. A number of commentators160 in fact suggest that more forms of decentralisation
should take place so that different pockets of financial stability needs that reflect the local socio-economic
and developmental profiles could be better taken care of. Helleiner and Pagliari term this form of governance

155A. Spendzharova, “Is More ‘Brussels’ the Solution? New European Union Member States’ Preferences about
the European Financial Architecture” (2012) 50 J.C.M.S. 315; G. Napolitano, “The TwoWays of Global Governance
after the Financial Crisis: Multilateralism Versus Cooperation Among Governments” (2010) 9 International Journal
of Constitutional Law 310.

156M. Rhinard, “European Cooperation on Future Crises: Toward a Public Good” (2009) 26 Review of Policy
Research 439.

157See analysis in Moloney, “The European Securities and Markets Authority and Institutional Design for the EU
Financial Market: Parts 1 and 2” (2011) 12 E.B.O.R. 43 and 178 respectively.

158J. Trachtman, “The International Law of Financial Crisis: Spillovers, Subsidiarity, Fragmentation and Cooperation”
(2010) 13 J.I.E.L. 719.

159D. Mügge, “Financial Regulation in the European Union: A Research Agenda”, CES Paper (2012), SSRN, http:
//ssrn.com/abstract=2034916 [Accessed May 6, 2013].

160E. Helleiner and S. Pagliari, “The End of an Era in International Financial Regulation? A Postcrisis Research
Agenda” (2011) 65 International Organization 169; D. Rodrik, “A Plan B for Global Finance”, The Economist, March
12, 2009.
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a form of co-operative decentralisation,161 and this is reflective in general contemporary EU governance
literature such as Sabel and Zeitlin’s “direct deliberative polyarchy” model.162

Sabel and Zeitlin’s model posits a multi-level approach of non-hierarchical participation in EU
policy-making that is networked yet orderly. The key characteristic in this approach is the deliberative
aspect that allows policy-making to be forged through discussions and negotiations at every level. Policies
may be deliberated and negotiated between EU-level institutions and Member State politicians, and how
implementation should take place may be negotiated and deliberated upon at lower levels of agencies,
epistemic communities and stakeholder groups. This model allows for experimentalist governance to work
out in a more considered way where different issues of concern may arise in different quarters in relation
to an area of governance. Arguably, governing finance in the European Union has also reached this stage
where an easy assumption that integration is beneficial and benefits everyone equally should not be made.
Deliberative and experimentalist forms of governance should instead encourage the pooling together of
information, arguments and dialogue so that it may be re-examined as to what issues may best be dealt
with at the collective level in terms of standard-setting, supervision or even enforcement, and what issues
should be decentralised. The states of socio-economic convergence between Member States and the
cost/benefit of legal convergence would also factor in such deliberations.163

In terms of considering what may be appropriately addressed at EU level in the interests of financial
stability, a supranational level of governance is arguably appropriate for issues that are subject to collective
action problems. For example, there is a case for saying that micro-prudential measures that may affect
the competitiveness of financial institutions or subject to regulatory arbitrage should be considered as
appropriate candidates for legal integration. Further, legal integration that is in the interests of transaction
cost efficiency may also be warranted. If all Member States have a common concern, then a regulatory
framework harmonised at EU level may be an efficient and effective way of ensuring that an adequate
framework is put in place for all Member States. However, even where the overwhelming case may be
justified for legal integration in financial regulation, such integration should be sensitive to national needs,
and allow decentralised governance where relevant to monitor and adjust rules to meet national needs.
The definition of “financial stability” as discussed earlier includes notions of tolerance for risk-taking

and disaster thresholds measured by local as well as supranational needs.164 EU policy-makers should
engage in dialogic considerations with Member States in respect of the “financial stability” profiles
regarded as optimum at EU and Member State levels. Such “financial stability” profiles include Member
States’ desired levels of risk tolerance given the structure and profile of their economy, corporate and
financial sectors, and thresholds of resilience that are regarded as essential to protect services that are in
the public interest. Differences in such risk/resilience profiles should be subject to dialogic and ideational
negotiations at EU level in order to ascertain the extent of integration that is optimal.
We envisage that Member States’ needs could differ in relation to the risk and growth needs of an

economy, the profile of the financial sector in the domestic and international economy, and key local
needs pertaining to certain financial services. There should be more room for dialogue and deliberation
in terms of how national regulatory regimes may meet those particular needs which may not be shared
with others. For example, a Member State that has a large small and medium-sized enterprise sector may

161Helleiner and Pagliari, “The End of an Era in International Financial Regulation?” (2011) 65 International
Organization 169.

162C. Sabel and J. Zeitlin, “Learning from Difference: The New Architecture of Experimentalist Governance in the
EU” in C. Sabel and J. Zeitlin (eds),Experimentalist Governance in the European Union: Towards a New Architecture
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), Ch.1.

163 J.-F. Jamet, “The Optimal Assignment of Prerogatives to Different Levels of Government in the EU” (2011) 49
J.C.M.S. 563.

164G. Schinasi, “Defining Financial Stability”, IMF Working Paper (2004) http://cdi.mecon.gov.ar/biblio/docelec
/fmi/wp/wp04187.pdf [Accessed May 14, 2013].
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need to ensure adequate amounts of lending to such a sector although such loans are risky. AnotherMember
State that has a large state-owned corporate sector may not have the same needs. Hence, the financial
regulation framework developed at EU level should be able to take into account such local needs and
avoid causing unnecessary stress to the economic fabric of Member States. A one-size-fits-all approach
should be avoided where such an approach cuts across different financial sector profiles, ignoring local
consequences. In the proposed Commission Directive on recovery and resolution, bail-in by creditors is
seen as a key resolution tool regarded as appropriate to be the subject of legal integration to be applied
across all Member States. However, one must consider the profile of creditors to determine if the legal
integration of bail-in mechanisms is ideal. In Germany, bank creditors may be other banks, and in the
United Kingdom, bank creditors may be institutional investors, both UK and foreign. How would bail-in
impact banks as creditors if systemic stress is affecting the entire financial sector? Further, would bail-in
by institutional investors necessarily be ideal as there is a social dimension to the obligations they owe to
savers? If the European Union were to pause and rethink the indefatigable legal integration machinery,
perhaps more nuanced and efficient common frameworks could be achieved to address largely common
concerns, while leaving room for more experimental and decentralised approaches to deal with local needs.
This would also address Moloney’s earlier mentioned critique that “more Europe” could impose more
risks and magnify systemic impacts of wrong decisions taken at the policy level.
One development is that the financial stability needs of eurozone Member States may be different from

other non-eurozone Member States. Being tied to one currency and one monetary policy in the face of
sovereign debt trouble in Greece, Italy, Portugal, Ireland and Spain generates unique financial stability
concerns for sovereigns and banks. In late December 2012, political agreement was secured to make the
ECB the single micro-prudential banking supervisor for major eurozone banks as well as banks from
participating non-eurozone Member States, in order to decouple banks from sovereigns, and to allow
eurozone banks to regain stability and credibility. This development is arguably necessary to meet the
unique financial stability needs of eurozoneMember States. However, in order to ensure that non-eurozone
and non-participating Member States would not be sidelined in respect of policy-making, these Member
States have bargained for double majority voting powers at the EBA so that legal integration would proceed
in a way adequately taking into account their interests. This article views the eurozone banking union as
an approach that attempts to strike a balance between the legal integration that has already occurred in
financial regulation on the one hand and developing policies to meet differentiated financial stability needs
on the other hand. This approach seems to recognise that legal integration needs to be subject to dialogic
forces, and does not rule out that policy divergences may follow when the eurozone banking union comes
into place in 2014. However, the extent and scope of future policy and legal divergences against the
backdrop of legal integration may be determined by the relational dynamics between the ECB and the
EBA. We are of the view that any differentiated approach that will be allowed to be taken by the ECB
would lead the way for opening up opportunities for dialogic processes to take place at both the ECB and
EBA levels so that Member States’ interests can be represented, and that challenging legal integration
would not be taboo. The eurozone banking union negotiations also show that where divergences such as
meeting the eurozone Member States’ needs occur, such divergences are managed within an inclusive
dialogic framework that includes non-eurozone Member States.
The rejuvenation of “financial stability” as an important rationale for financial regulation has provided

an opportunity in the European Union to consider refining its persistent pursuit of market and legal
integration. The eurozone banking union seems to embrace early signs of adjusting the pursuit of market
and legal integration in the face of financial stability needs in the eurozone Member States. Instead of
viewing the advent of “financial stability” rhetoric as an unwelcome disturbance to the fabric of market
integration, the European Union should embrace the opportunity to consider refining the objective of
market integration to a form of market integration that is more resilient for all, and taking into account
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the need to perhaps move to a different form of governance that includes decentralised considerations for
meeting local financial stability needs.

Conclusion
This article has pointed out how the governance of finance in the European Union has been reluctant to
move away from the pursuit of market and legal integration, and hence, the new post-crisis needs of
financial stability have quickly been absorbed within the rhetoric supporting legal integration. However,
the relative nature of financial stability and divergences undertaken by Member States in the wake of the
financial crisis compel us to recognise local needs for financial stability, and to recognise that addressing
such needs may mean divergence from the market and legal integration project in European finance.
Policy-makers in the European Union need to consider that in the governance of finance, the post-crisis
model may need to be more deliberative, to permit decentralisation while addressing collective issues
where there is a collective action problem among Member States, especially in relation to cross-border
entities and SIFIs. This would require a re-examination of the extent to which, or the speed with which,
the market and legal integration project may advance. A flexible approach to market and legal integration
in finance may further contribute to the building of a European financial market and governance that is
more resilient and better adapted to supranational and national financial stability needs.
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